
 
Specifications Artwork 

 

 

Only make use of the drawing(s) provided by Intrapec for making up the artwork. The artwork must be placed in the drawing without removing or changing any of the existing data. 

However, to make sure this data does not end up in the final print, give all non-artwork related data a different spot color and place it in a different layer. Our recommendation is to 

make use of the EPS-file (not the PDF file) for creating the artwork since all die-cut related data in this file already has a different spot color and is placed in a different layer. The 

graphic programs Adobe Illustrator and Art Pro can be used for opening the EPS file and creating the artwork.  

 

 

 Offset Flexo Digital printing 

Colors CMYK, Pantone, PMS kleuren (no combinations or 
RGB) 

Pantone, PMS kleuren (no CMYK or RGB) CMYK (no Pantone, PMS or RGB) 

  White in a different layer and as spot color   

Positioning Overfill 10 mm (min. 5 mm) Overfill 10 mm (min. 5 mm) Overfill 10 mm (min. 5 mm) 

  
Keep essential images 2 mm from cut-  and crease lines 
(unless completely overflowing) 

Keep essential images 5 mm from cut-  and crease lines 
(unless completely overflowing) 

Keep essential images 2 mm from cut-  and crease lines 
(unless completely overflowing) 

Images Enclose images Do not enclose images Enclose images 

  Flatten transparencies (min10%)  Do not flatten images (keep layers) Flatten transparencies (min10%) 

   EAN height min. 35 mm   

Text Sans serif and min. 6 pts (1,5mm) Positive: min. 6pt (1,5mm); Negative: min. 8pt (2mm) Sans serif and min. 6 pts (1,5mm) 

  Convert text to outlines Convert text to outlines Convert text to outlines 

Line width Min. 0,25 mm Positive: min. 0,25 mm; Negative: min. 0,35 mm Min. 0,25 mm 

Image resolution min. 150 dpi (preference 300 dpi) min. 150 dpi (preference 300 dpi) min. 150 dpi (preference 300 dpi) 

Grid linearity 196 lpi 20 l/cm 196 lpi 

       

Sending Data Send by mail (<15mb) or upload via WeTransfer (>15mb) citing the order number and/or quote number and/or general description. 
 1. PDF file (HR or Certified) of the CAD drawing containing the artwork 
 2. PDF file (HR or Certified) of only the artwork 

 

 

Intrapec only inspects if the received artwork meets above mentioned specifications, and if the right file formats have been send. We do not check the artwork for graphical errors. 

The person creating the artwork must inspect the artwork closely before sending it. Pay special attention to the following: spelling mistakes, artwork on not visible sides, orientation 

of text, color changes and overfill. 

 


